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1. Introduction 

True Father, after returned to the Cheon Jeong Gung from Seoul St. Mary's Hospital on August 12, rode his 
wheelchair around the Hoon Dok Room and surrounding areas on the third floor. He touched many objects 
and said, "Be well." He repeatedly took True Mother firmly by the hand and said, "Mother, Thank you." As he 
prayed with those attending True Parents, he said four times: "All is accomplished." Then on August 13, at the 
Cheongshim Hospital, he prayed, saying, "Today, I offer to Father the final completion and ending... All is 
accomplished. Aju." While Jesus on the cross, he said "All is accomplished" in a spiritual meaning, True 
Father declared the final completion and ending with his words "All is accomplished" both spiritually and 
physically. 

True Parents set the 13th day of the first month of 2013 as the Foundation Day that will mark the beginning 
the the substantial Cheon Il Guk, and have led the providential march toward that date. Cheon Il Guk is a 
nation of a new type. It signifies a heavenly nation that will be governed directly by God and True Parents. 
God's Holy Marriage, God's Coronation and the reblessing of blessed families are scheduled for the 13th day 
of the first month of 2013. Towards this purpose, True Parents have already finished God's Holy Marriage, 
God's Coronation and the reblessing of blessed families on an internal dimension so as to complete the 
foundation for the victor of Foundation Day. 

 

2. The Holy Marriage and Golden Wedding Anniversary of the True Parnets of Heaven, Earth and 

Humankind  

The Cheon Il Guk Foundation Day will begin the Holy Marriage of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and 
Humankind. The True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind refers to the parents who have accomplished 
the one body unity between the Cosmic True Parents, or the incorporeal God, and the True Parents of Heaven 
and Earth, or the completed Adam and Eve. The Holy Marriage of God, which will be carried out by the Holy 
Marriage of True Parents, will be done by God taking on the bodies of True Parents. The Holy Marriage of 
True Parents to receive the Holy Marriage of God must be performed first as the "Holy Marriage of True 
Parents" (16th day, 3rd month, 1960) on the Formation Stage, second as the "Holy Marriage Blessing 
Ceremony of the Parents of Heaven and Earth Opening the Gate of Cheon Il Guk" (6th day, 1st month, 2003) 
on the Growth Stage and third as the "Holy Marriage of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind" 
(13th day, 1st month, 2013) on the Completion Stage.  

 The 43 years from the Holy Marriage of True Parents to the Holy Marriage of the True Parents of Heaven, 
Earth and Humankind was a period for True Mother to be born as a daughter of God and go through stages as 
younger sister, wife, mother, grandmother and queen to form a one-body unity with True Father. True Father 
and True Mother established a one-body unity in performing the Holy Marriage Blessing Ceremony of the 
Parents of Heaven and Earth Opening the Gate of Cheon Il Guk. The 10 years from the Holy Marriage 
Blessing Ceremony of the Parents of Heaven and Earth Opening the Gate of Cheon Il Guk until the Holy 
Marriage of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind is a period for True Mother to become a 
substantial body of God so as to perform the Holy Marriage of God. 

 True Parents held three celebrations for the 50th anniversary of their Holy Wedding. The first was the "50th 
Golden Wedding Anniversary of True Parents' Holy Wedding" (April 19, 2009), the second was the 
"Coronation for the Establishment of the Abel UN and Golden Wedding Anniversary" (April 29, 2010) and the 
third was the "True Parents' 93rd Holy Birthday, Golden Wedding and Jubilee Year, and Gohui," (Heavenly 
Calendar 1st day, 1st month, 2012). The golden wedding anniversaries held prior to and following the 50th 
anniversary of their Holy Wedding were not simple anniversaries of a wedding that took place 50 years prior. 
Instead, they were rites marking the internal Marriage of God taking place in the Jubilee Year surrounding the 



Holy Wedding of True Parents. (2010.4.29) Through the Golden Wedding Anniversary, God, True Father and 
True Mother formed a one-body unity. 

 The process by which this one-body unity was established can be understood in terms of Origin-Division-
Union Action, where the incorporeal God is the Origin. True Father and True Mother, the completed Adam and 
Eve are the Division. When God resides in the one-body unity established by the Holy Marriage of the 
completed Adam and Eve, this is the Union. (293:49-78, 1998.5.3) The Union of the Origin-Division-Union 
Action is the synthesis, or unified body, of God, True Father and True Mother. We call this the Substantial 
Trinity. The Substantial Trinity signifies a state where God (Holy Father), True Father (Holy Son) and True 
Mother (Holy Daughter) establish one-body unity. (1996.8.1) If the Holy Son in the Substantial Trinity is the 
only begotten son, the Holy Daughter signifies the only-begotten daughter. (58:219, 1972.6.11)  

  The Golden Anniversary Ceremonies held on three occasions were the internal Holy Wedding of God. The 
Holy Wedding of God to be held on Foundation Day will be the external Holy Wedding. Because the 
Substantial Trinity was completed through the Golden Anniversary, True Father and True Mother always 
accompany God within Him, God and True Mother always accompany True Father within him, and God and 
True Father always accompany True Mother within her. As long as either True Father or True Mother are on 
earth, the Holy Marriage of God can be peformed on Foundation Day.  

 

3. The Ceremonies for God's Enthronement and Coronation 

 The True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind are the True Parents, True Teacher and True King of 
humanity in the spiritual and physical worlds. For True Parents to govern the cosmos with royal authority, 
there needs to be an enthronement ceremony and a coronation ceremony. The enthronement ceremony is an 
internal rite announcing a new king. In this ceremony, the crown prince receives the royal seal, ascends to the 
royal throne and takes his seat there. The coronation ceremony, which is performed after the enthronement 
ceremony is a public in which the king wears the crown for the first time. It is a ceremony to declare to the 
world that a new king has been installed.  

 After True Parents offered to God the Enthronement Ceremon for God's Kingship (January 13, 2001), they 
lived a life of full investment with their lives on the line. The Enthronement was a holy ceremony to librate and 
completely free God from His imprisonment in the prison created by Satan and receive Him as the Great King 
of the cosmos and to declare the beginning of the new sovereignty to all heaven and earth (Peace Messages 
85-86). On the foundation of the Enthronement Ceremony of the King of the Blessed Families (Heavenly 
Calendar 2003.1.6) to proceed in stages with the providence for the "Ceremony for God's Coronation".  

 Between December 2003 and August 2004, True Parents performed the "Coronation Ceremony of the King of 
Peace" on four occasions on a vertical standard. Then, between August 2004 to February 2005, True Parents 
peromed the "Coronation Ceremony of the King of Peace" on four occasions on a horizontal standard. It was 
on this foundation that the "True Parents' Entrance into the Original Palace and Coronation" (June 13, 2006), 
the "Coronation Ceremony for God’s Liberated Authority as the King of Kings (Jan. 15, 31, 2010) and the 
"Coronation and True Parents' Golden Wedding Anniversary for the Establishment of the Abel UN, and 
Ascension Festival" were each performed.  

 The three coronations performed beginning with the "True Parents' Entrance into the Original Palace and 
Coronation" signified God's internal coronation ceremonies performed on the basis of the one-body unity God, 
True Father and True Mother. The coronation of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind to be 
performed on Foundation Day will be God's external coronation ceremony. The royal authority of the True 
Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind will appear simultaneously through God, True Father and True 
Mother. If even one between True Father and True Mother are on earth, the coronation of God can be 
performed on Foundation Day.  

 

4. The Completion of True Parents' Responsibility and the Registration in the 4th Dimension  

 The nucleus for building the heavenly nation is the heavenly family. If the heavenly family is set as the 
nucleus and that nucleus is expanded, the heavenly nation will be built and completed. (Heavenly Calendar 



1.2, 2012) The completion of the heavenly family takes place through the Four Position Foundation that 
appears as a result of Original Division Union action. The completion of the Four Position Foundation takes 
place when God is completed as the First Creator, the True Parents are completed as the Second Creator and 
one family among the direct children is completed as the Third Creator. (1998.8.21) The standard for 
completion is to reach completion and form a pair in the position prior to the time when God issued the 
commandment, "Do not eat of the fruit of the tree of good and evil".  

 Through the reblessing that takes place on Foundation Day, blessed families will be born again as God's 
direct children. At the same time, they will receive the Blessings of God that Adam and Eve receive in the 
Garden of Eden. Unmarried blessed children will be born again in the position prior to the time that God issued 
the commandment "Do not eat of the fruit of the tree of good and evil." (Heavenly Calendar 10.14, 2011) 

 True Parents have taken responsibility to perfect, conclude and complete all the conditions necessary for the 
reblessing of blessed families on Foundation Day. This is the Declaration of Registration to the Four 
Dimensional World (Heavenly Calendar 4.16, 2012) True Parents declared through the Declaration of 
Registration to the Four Dimensional World: "The responsibility of True Parents has ended. The True Parents 
and the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind have settled completely. Our family has seen 
perfection and conclusion. The sons Kook Jin and Hyung Jin, Cain and Abel, have become completely one. 
Blessed families will reach completion with the 96 percent responsibility of True Parents and their own 4 
percent responsibility.  

 The first registration signifies a registration to the Old Testament era, the second registration signifies a 
registration to the New Testament era, the third registration signifies a registration to the Completed 
Testament era, and the registration to the fourth dimensional world is to the Fourth Adamic Realm era. By 
declaring the perfection and conclusion of our families, the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind 
who have completed the Substantial Trinity have accomplished the perfection and completion of the heavenly 
families of the heavenly nation.  

 True Parents, having accomplished the completion of the heavenly family (100 percent) with God's 
responsibility (95 percent) and True Parents' responsibility (5 percent), have also opened wide the door to the 
Registration to the Four Dimensional World. It is on this foundation that they declared, "The responsibility of 
True Parents has ended." On the foundation of the 96 percent responsibility completed by True Parents, 
blessed families can accomplish their own 4 percent responsibility and register to the 4th dimensional world. 

 Because the registration of the heavenly family to the fourth dimensional world was accomplished on the 
foundation of the golden wedding anniversary and coronation ceremonies, True Parents and True Children 
appeared in the heavenly family with God at the center. When heavenly families are designated through the 
reblessing to be performed at Foundation Day, true citizens and a true nation will make their appearance. 
(161:222, 1987.2.15) As long as at least one of True Father and True Mother who have accomplished the 
Substantial Trinity are on earth, the reblessing that enables the registration to the fourth dimensional world can 
be performed at Foundation Day.  

 

5. Postscript 

 When True Parents declared, "All  is accomplished", on August 12 and 13, the meaning was also that all 
responsibilities of the True Parents needed for the heavenly nation, or substantial Cheon Il Guk, to begin 
through the reblessing of blessed families were perfected and concluded. The internal rites for the Holy 
Marriage and Coronnation of God and the reblessing of blessed families that will be performed on Foundation 
Day have already been perfected, completed and concluded. So the providence of Foundation Day can 
continue centered on True Mother, who has accomplished the Substantial Trinity with God.    

 The motto for 2012 is "The Era of the Victory, Liberation and Perfection of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth, 
and Humankind". True Parents already finished their responsibility. They have victory and liberation. They 
have passed on that victory and liberation to us blessed families. (2012.3.4)  

 


